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Abstract: The incredible growth in Remote Sensing (RS) data volume, with high spectral-spatial-temporal resolutions, 
has been utilized in various application domains. With the rapid advancements in modern sensor technologies, including 
the 3D acquisition sensors, RS data with a large variety, velocity, veracity, varied value and incredible volume are 
generated, leading to the Remote Sensing Big Data (RSBD). With the high availability of RSBD, we require High-
Performance Computing (HPC) environments for storing and processing these High-Dimensional (HD), complex, 
heterogeneous and distributed data. Also, introducing Deep Learning (DL) techniques in the RS domain demands more 
computing power, higher memory and networking bandwidth throughput capabilities, and optimized software and 
libraries to deliver the required performance. Motivated by this, we explore HPC computing environments for handling 
RSBD across multiple application domains in this paper. With particular emphasis on architectures such as cloud-based 
HPC, clusters, heterogeneous networks of computers, and specialized hardware architectures like Field Programmable 
Gate Arrays (FPGAs) and Graphics Processing Units (GPUs), we investigate how HPC technologies are being used 
to process RSBD efficiently while including integrated intelligence. This critical analysis results in a multi-layered 
cloud-based framework for efficient RSBD processing tasks. Also, we identified several data challenges to be handled 
while designing HPC frameworks. The findings from the study can help researchers better understand the HPC design 
concepts for developing RSBD frameworks.
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1. Introduction
As modern technologies, including 3D acquisition sensors and the Internet of Things (IoT), evolve, the size and 

volume of data that organizations have to work with are growing exponentially, demanding high computation powers 
to solve challenging problems in a timely fashion in various application domains. High-Performance Computing 
(HPC) refers to processing complex calculations at higher speeds across multiple servers in parallel using massive 
data volumes. Since HPC can take advantage of high volumes of data, it is becoming increasingly popular in various 
application domains, including Remote Sensing (RS). With high-resolution satellite missions, the enormously expanding 
volume of RS data received by Satellite Data Centers (SDC) increased by considerable Terabytes (TB) per day. With 
this, we have moved into the era of big Earth data called Remote Sensing Big Data (RSBD) [1]. Although RSBD 
provides a wide spectrum of real-world applications like disaster management, global security, land-cover mapping, 
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climate and environmental studies, detecting forest fires, oil spill detection, precision agriculture and so forth, RSBD 
inevitably poses several additional challenges in processing. Three features mainly characterize big data: volume-
variety-velocity, defined as three “V” dimensions [2]. For RSBD, the 3Vs could be extended due to the multi-source, 
multi-scale, dynamic-state, and non-linear characteristics. Thus, the RSBD, described by its dimensions like large 
variety, velocity, veracity, varied value and incredible volume (5Vs), made the analysis using traditional approaches 
more difficult for many applications, especially those involving real-time processing.

Chi et al. [3] addressed the understanding of three facets of big data from different perspectives related to i) 
who owns big data, ii) who have innovative big data methods and methodologies, and iii) who needs big data-based 
applications. With the huge availability of RS data with high spatial-spectral-temporal resolutions, conventional 
computing methods struggle to handle the new challenges of problem complexity, including data and model complexity 
[4]. In addition to the basic characteristics of big data, RSBD shows some specific features as below:

• Non-repeatability-observations of Earth objects and processes are unique in space and time and generally are not 
repeated.

• Uncertainty-occurs from indirect observation, sampling, and various recording techniques used in RSBD.
• Multi-dimensionality-results from a variety of data sources and sophisticated analytical techniques.
These characteristics result in high computational complexity in data analysis. Hence, understanding the 

computational advancement for handling the complexities and uncertainties in RSBD analysis is essential. With these 
constraints, using HPC frameworks for RS applications has become more widespread recently. Despite efficient feature 
selection and Dimension Reduction (DR) techniques, processing an extensive volume of multi-dimensional RSBD 
incurs extraordinary computational requirements. The HPC makes the massive, high-dimensional data loading, memory 
residing, and data transmission among processing nodes efficient.

The RS datasets are multi-dimensional and complex-structured metadata, making the standard Parallel-type File 
Systems (PFS) with stereo-typical physical data layouts no longer applicable. Also, the increasing necessity for real-
time or near-real-time processing competence by several time-critical applications causes data-intensive issues to be 
substandard [5]. Moreover, as HPC systems evolve with time, so does their demand in various application domains. In 
this regard, knowing HPC concepts is essential to describe and understand the RSBD for specific applications. Developing 
computationally efficient techniques for transforming the massive volume of remote sensing data into scientific 
understanding is critical for many use cases. Several research efforts have recently been motivated towards incorporating 
HPC techniques and practices into remote sensing missions to address the abovementioned needs. This paper explicitly 
portrays the recent advancements in HPC models and how they are applied or introduced to RS problems and how AI 
is integrated into the HPC platforms. The study covers developments in various HPC architectures, like clusters, grids, 
clouds and specialized hardware components. The main contributions are listed as follows.

i) An extensive analysis of how the High-Performance Computing Paradigm (HPC-P) is introduced to enable 
various Large-Scale (LS) RSBD applications is presented.

ii) The challenges involved in designing and utilizing the HPC intelligently for RSBD are analyzed, and a new 
multi-layered cloud-based framework for RSBD processing is proposed.

iii) This paper provides a complete reference to essential concepts in HPC for RSBD applications and discusses 
how to integrate intelligence into the HPC-P.

The remaining sections of the paper are arranged as follows. Section 2 briefly explains the detailed background 
study of the HPC-P concepts for RSBD. Section 3 incorporates a compendium of algorithms and techniques used in 
the HPC-based RS data processing and how to integrate intelligence into HPC-P. Also, with the analyzed inferences, 
a new multi-layered cloud-based framework for RSBD-related tasks is proposed and discussed. Section 4 presents the 
findings from the study and the future research challenges in designing HPC-based systems for RSBD applications with 
discussion, and Section 5 concludes.

2. High-performance computing paradigm for RSBD analysis
Utilizing HPC systems for RS applications has become more widespread recently. Naturally, the RSBD acquired 

by various data centers are geographically distributed, and the HD characteristic complicates the distributed storing 
and accessing. To meet the computational requirements of extreme time-critical applications, researchers have begun 
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incorporating high-performance computing models in RS missions [6]. These HPC-based strategies become the 
most effective means of addressing the significant computing demands imposed by massive volume RS data. Several 
available high-performance platforms are actively employed to make sense of these RSBD processing tasks. The 
primary choices of computing platforms concentrate on cluster-based, supercomputers, or Cloud-based HPC systems [1]. 
The paper discusses several perspectives on utilizing the HPC paradigm for RSBD applications.

2.1 Basic concepts of HPC-P in RS domain

With the introduction of open-source approaches, HPC infrastructure has become more accessible. Hence, it is 
essential to understand the basic concepts of HPC-P to be applied to a specific domain. This will help the researchers 
in the RS domain to adapt to the new computing environments easily. Also, accelerated processing of RSBD requires 
strong computing power and faster computing speed, which becomes a challenging issue. HPC technology uses clusters 
of powerful processors operating parallelly to process massively multi-dimensional RSBD to resolve complex problems 
quickly. HPC systems often perform at incredible speeds than the fastest desktops, laptops or server nodes. Contrary to 
a standard computing platform, the HPC leverages the following:

• Massive Parallel Computing Environment: Run numerous processes concurrently on multiple servers, processors, 
or cores.

• HPC Clusters: include several networked high-speed computers, and a central scheduler manages the workload 
for parallel computing. High-performance Multi-Core Central Processing Units (MC-CPU) or Graphics Processing 
Units (GPU) are used, which are referred to as nodes, and are ideal for demanding data-intensive jobs, machine learning 
(ML) models, and calculations involving complex mathematics. 

• High-Performance Components: include computing resources like memory, storage, distributed networking, and 
file systems, which are all high-speed, throughput, and low-latency devices that can enhance the cluster’s processing 
speed and efficiency.

2.1.1 HPC workload

An HPC workload is a complex, data-intensive task spread across computing resources, running in parallel to 
balance the load of the processors in the heterogeneous environment. Depending on the level of interactions between 
the parallel processes operating concurrently, the workloads are divided into Loosely Coupled Workloads (LCW) and 
Tightly Coupled Workloads (TCW). In LCW, the multiple or parallel processes do not strongly interact with one another 
during the simulation. In contrast, in TCW, there is a frequent exchange of information between the parallel processes 
at each iteration or step of the simulation. Many architectures that apply to both LCW and TCW may require slight 
modifications based on the scenario, like i) traditional cluster environment, ii) batch-based architecture, iii) queue-based 
architecture, iv) hybrid deployment and v) serverless.

Each workload in the HPC is unique and uses a variable amount of CPU and memory to accomplish its tasks. The 
effort required depends on the task’s duration, iterations, and scale. A workload essentially collects an input (I) and 
generates an output (O). Figure 1 displays the essential elements that make up the HPC workload.

The essential elements of an HPC workload consist of:
i) Request-refers to what is being requested, incorporating a set of read/write operations and the consecutive 

payload to/from a storage system.
ii) Application and Virtual Machines (VM)-Each workload is related to the tools or processes that are being 

employed in an application’s ongoing task. The essential characteristics of a workload depend on how the application 
handles specific data and several inherent technical constraints.

iii) Working Set-is the amount of data generated or consumed throughout a workload. The data utilized in an 
average HPC workload is usually unstructured.

iv) Duty Cycle-is a sequence of events that occur, repeated, several times. The estimated repeatability of the work 
depends significantly on the application’s goal, the user who is consuming data, and storage performance.
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Figure 1. Components of a Workload in an HPC Environment

2.1.2 Specialized hardware architectures for HPC-P

The HPC environment needs specialized hardware to accelerate on-board satellite sensor platform processing. 
The on-board processing techniques reduce the cost and complexity of ground-processing systems, making them 
more affordable to a larger community. Specifically, this section focuses on two specialized hardware architectures 
used in HPC platforms: GPUs and FPGAs. Recently, GPUs have evolved into highly parallel, multi-threaded, multi-
core processors with exceptional computational speed and incredible memory bandwidth [7]. The combined features 
like the supercomputing facility, high degree parallelism, high bandwidth memory, compact size, and low cost make 
systems integrated with GPU an appealing substitute to a massively parallelized system comprising commodity CPUs. 
The arrival of Nvidia’s Compute Unified Device Architecture (CUDA), offering excellent programming capabilities 
of GPUs in a General-Purpose (GP-GPU) fashion, has introduced the feasibility of incorporating GPUs in plentiful 
RS applications. The powerful ability of GPUs attracted more researchers to make use of it as a cost-effective, high-
performance computing platform, including those in the RS domain.

Reconfigurable computing, often known as FPGA-based computing, has recently gained popularity for 
implementing algorithms suited for RS applications [8-9] for accelerated performance. FPGAs exemplify an evolution 
over the Application-Specific Integrated Circuits (ASICs) [10] in the sense that they are explicitly designed to solve 
distinct problems. However, unlike FPGAs, the ASIC circuit cannot be altered after fabrication. Subsequently, 
reconfigurable hardware brings a trade-off between traditional hardware-software flexibility and performance by 
achieving hardware-like performance with software-like flexibility, which is significant in various RS applications [11]. 
The FPGAs can perform remarkably on-board using high-dimensional data in real time [12].

2.2 Cloud-based HPC for RSBD

HPC systems were previously constrained by the structural capability of on-premises infrastructures. Cloud 
computing platforms have recently added more resources to the local HPC capabilities. Cloud computing delivers 
a powerful and robust infrastructure for storing, accessing and analyzing datasets on very powerful servers, which 
virtualize supercomputers for user computations on a large scale. In a cloud environment, a group of virtualized 
dynamically scalable platforms and services are delivered on demand. Currently, cloud computing represents a cost-
effective solution for data-intensive LS-RS applications. It offers data access transparency and elastic provisioning of 
resources in a ‘pay-as-you-go’ service model. So far, several cloud computing frameworks have been developed that 
support RSBD. A few important ones are i) Amazon Web Services (AWS), ii) Microsoft Azure and iii) Google Earth 
Engine (GEE). AWS and Azure serve as a ‘pay-as-you-go’ platform where users pay for the hours they use the services. 
Whereas GEE provides a major big geo-data processing platform that facilitates scientific discovery by providing free 
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accessibility to several RS datasets [13]. 
The main advantage of the GEE is the easy access to the RS data archives and HPC resources to process 

massive geospatial and RS datasets that are processed and periodically updated. GEE utilizes Google’s computational 
infrastructure and available open-access RS datasets [14] and is accessed via an Application Programming Interface (API) 
and an Interactive Development Environment (IDE). GEE has several automatic parallel processing mechanisms and 
a fast computational platform to effectively deal with big data processing challenges. It also contains various built-in 
algorithms for planetary-scale data analysis, such as classification algorithms. It also helps scientists develop their own 
algorithms with less effort than before. More details on GEE can be obtained from [15]. AWS has a dedicated cloud-
based Earth Observation (EO) offering called ‘Earth on AWS’ as part of its Public Dataset Program (PDP). It includes 
several open data from satellites like Landsat-8, Sentinel-1, Sentinel-2, China-Brazil Earth Resources Satellite (CBERS) 
program, National Oceanographic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) image datasets, and global model outputs 
with the largest suite of ML services. Azure contains Landsat and Sentinel-2 data from North America since 2013 and 
moderate-resolution imaging spectroradiometer (MODIS) imagery.

2.2.1 Cloud deployment and service models

The Cloud Deployment Model (CDM) defines a cloud environment and architecture, scalability of computing 
resources, accessibility to the services provided, etc. They also define relationships between the cloud infrastructure and 
the users. Different types of CDM are i) public cloud, ii) private cloud, iii) hybrid cloud, iv) community cloud, and v) 
multi-cloud. The various cloud service models provided for RSBD are i) Infrastructure as a Service (IaaS), ii) Platform 
as a Service (PaaS), and iii) Software as a Service (SaaS). 

2.2.2 Cloud-optimized data formats for RSBD

Massive RSBD storage consists of raster data and metadata storage. RS raster data is generally stored as cloud-
optimized data formats in an Object Storage System (OSS) or Distributed File System (DFS). In addition, it can be 
stored in NoSQL databases as tiles or arrays [16]. Cloud-optimized data storage formats for remote sensing data, such as 
Zarr and Cloud Optimized GeoTiff (COG) have emerged and improved the performance of RSBD data storage. RSBD 
metadata storage and management are mainly based on NoSQL, RDBMS, and NewSQL. Storage systems for RSBD 
based on MongoDB store both raster data and metadata to achieve integrated data/metadata storage [17-18].

2.2.3 Cloud-based RSBD computing types

The computation using RSBD in the cloud infrastructure can be grouped into i) data-separable computing and ii) 
data-inseparable computing. Data-separable computation is a series of independent subtasks by partitioning the datasets. 
It covers most RS analysis applications, such as pixel-based and tile-based analysis and has a simple parallelization 
strategy with better feasibility [16].

Data-inseparable computing cannot be parallelized by partitioning the data. There are dependencies between data-
inseparable computing tasks, and thus, the input data should be homogeneous as data cubes or composite layers. The 
data-inseparable computing is mainly processed using MapReduce and array-based processing. Several studies have 
implemented various data-inseparable RS computations based on MapReduce-like technologies, such as K-Means 
clustering analysis [19], parallelized mosaics [20], pan-sharpening using Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG) [21], and 
object-based segmentation [22].

3. Algorithms and frameworks for HPC-based RSBD processing
This section includes an outlook on the algorithms, techniques and frameworks analyzed for this work. It is 

understood that the RSBD processing using an HPC environment uses multiprocessor systems like clusters and networks 
of computers, including massively parallel facilities. Low-level parallel programming models like Message Passing 
Interface (MPI), OpenMP and MPI + OpenMP are extensively utilized for RS image processing tasks. However, several 
works in the literature ensure that the HPC-based RS and geospatial data processing methods are considered efficient 
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with powerful algorithms. Implementing on-board processing algorithms for data reduction dramatically reduces data 
transmission rates [23]. Heterogeneous, distributed and parallel computing frameworks, in-memory computing and 
optimization methods are adopted in the HPC environment to empower the LS-RS data analysis. A review of cloud-
based data management technology for RSBD storage and computing is presented [16].

An in-memory Spark-enabled distributed data mosaicking with geo-gridded data staging accelerated by Alluxio 
is explained [1]. A collaborative platform for offering data, algorithms, processing and analytic services to a number of 
users from different public and private user communities is provided [24]. A Convolutional Neural Network (CNN)-
based deployment solution on resource-limited FPGA for spaceborne applications using RSBD is implemented [25]. 
A scalable computing resource model is developed to achieve fast processing of RSBD using a parallel distributed 
architecture [26]. A Spark-based adaptive real-time MapReduce data processing method that improves performance and 
stability is presented [27]. High-performance computational approaches enabling LS interferometric Synthetic Aperture 
Radar (SAR) processing are explained [28]. A multi-source remote sensing data integration framework based on a 
distributed management model using MongoDB cluster and spatial grid segmentation is presented [18].

A cloud-based model for processing massive RSBD with an optimized task scheduling scheme is proposed [22]. 
A new distributed architecture is proposed for the supervised classification of large volumes of EO data in a cloud 
computing environment [29]. Cloud-based HPC technique, which enables LS-RS data processing models as on-demand 
for several real-time services, is designed [30]. A real-time big data analytical architecture for RS satellite applications 
is proposed using Hadoop and MapReduce [31]. A cloud-based application, ‘AgrCloud’ provides services to process RS 
images using Hadoop and MapReduce [32]. However, the HPC requires a large degree of parallelism to make efficient 
use of the massive parallel computing power of the device. A lightweight cloud framework incorporating Spark-on-
K8s is designed to improve the efficiency of a parallel RS image fusion algorithm [33] using the Elastic Computing 
Paradigm (ECP). A detailed description of the reviewed frameworks used for various types of RSBD tasks is listed in 
Table 1.

Table 1. Summary of Techniques Reviewed

Author Technique/Framework Task Datasets

Ma Y. et al. [1] Spark, Alluxio, Geotrellis RS-Data Mosaicking Spatial Resilient-Distributed Datasets

Cheng et al. [18] MongoDB, Spatial-Grid Segmentation RS-Data Distributed Storage Cluster Gaofen-1, MODIS, OLI

Sun et al. [21] MapReduce, Spark, vSphere Pan-sharpening QuickBird

Yan et al. [25] FPGA, Parallel CNN Spaceborne RS Applications NWPU-RESISC45, DOTA

Guo et al. [26] HDFS, Spark-on-Kubernetes, GeoPySpark Assembling Big Data Storage, Parallel 
Computing, Real-Time Visualization Resilient-Distributed Datasets

Tan et al. [27] Spark, HDFS, MapReduce RS Image Classification Landsat

Quirita et al. [29] Hadoop, MapReduce, PIG RS-Data Classification Pavia, Indian Pines

Wang et al. [30] OpenStack, Hilbert-R+ Tree, GeoSOT RS-Data Processing Various Multi-Spectral, 
Multi-Temporal RS-Datasets

Rathore et al. [31] BEAM VISAT, EnviView, Hadoop RS-Data Analysis ENVISAT-ASAR

P.Wang et al. [32] Hadoop, MapReduce, HDFS RS-Data Classification Landsat, Spot, QuickBird

Huang et al. [33] Spark-K8s, Elastic Computing, 
Containerized Hadoop RS-Image Fusion Sentinel 2A/B, PlanetScope 
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Many works use Spark-based parallel programming models to process massive RS images. The state-of-the-art 
(SOTA) engines adopt HDFS to store unprecedented volumes of RS big data. Also, data fusion algorithms are employed 
to deal with high spatial-temporal resolutions. Researchers focus more on scaling RSBD algorithms in diversified 
cloud deployments like public, private, hybrid, and community clouds. Moreover, we can see most Spark-based RSBD 
algorithms are implemented with low-level resilient distributed datasets (RDDs). From the investigation, some works 
indicate that containerized Spark algorithms are suitable for executing small tasks rather than big ones. Optimized task 
scheduling algorithms and auto-scaling cloud architectures to accelerate RS big data processing also ensure improved 
performances.

The 5V properties of the RSBD have high impacts on the data storage and distribution. The datasets mentioned 
in Table 1 are very complex in terms of 5Vs and their data management is carried out using efficient file structures, 
especially for time-critical analysis. Several works use the GEE platform to target the volume challenge of RSBD. 
The analysis has proven that intelligent and robust algorithms and techniques are utilized to dramatically improve 
the computing capability of HPC frameworks by carefully mapping the application processing entities on various 
processing units like CPUs and cores. Many of the HPC frameworks designed are efficient with the support of many 
topology mapping, optimization and list scheduling heuristic algorithms, which can reduce the complexities related to 
the 5Vs.

3.1 Integrating intelligence into HPC-P

To crunch the enormous amount of RSBD, we require smart Artificial Intelligence (AI) integrated into extremely 
powerful computing infrastructures. The HPC community has created several strategies to efficiently handle the 
difficulties of incorporating AI-at-scale, like i) including the necessity for more parallelism, ii) quicker I/O while 
using massive volume RS data sets, and iii) efficient traversing around a distributed computing environment. The 
computational intelligence in HPC relies on applying Expert-Level Heuristics (ELH) using DL inference to several 
processes, workloads, or simulations in unit time.

Cavallaro et al. [34] present advanced High-Performance and Disruptive Computing (HDC) technologies in 
the context of i) supercomputing and distributed computing, ii) specialized hardware computing, and iii) Quantum 
Computing (QC) for specialized Parallel Programming Models (PPM) and scalable algorithms as they play a significant 
role in the advancements of RSBD applications. Geospatial Artificial Intelligence (geoAI) is an emerging discipline that 
merges spatial science, AI, ML and DL with HPC to extract knowledge for data-intensive geospatial problems [35]. The 
intelligence can be integrated into the HPC environment through:

• FPGA and GPU support a high level of parallelization and help in accelerating the HPC and AI workload 
efficiency with low-weight and low-power integrated components that are essential to reduce payload and obtain results 
in realtime.

• Reconfiguring techniques and refining codes to operate more efficiently on HPC clusters with new optimization 
methods to accelerate data loading, pre-processing, training, and inference of workloads.

• Integrating intelligence into HPC requires developing AI-powered algorithms for RS applications with interfaces 
that support AI tools, such as Python and MATLAB.

• Since most AI-based HPC algorithms are bandwidth-hungry, HPC systems must move to a High-Bandwidth-
Memory (HBM) configuration.

An extensive analysis carried out in the literature motivated us to propose a new multi-layered cloud computing 
framework, which is utilized for processing the massive volume RSBD for various application scenarios. The 
recommended framework is evaluated for specific RSBD tasks like RS segmentation, classification and retrieval. 

3.2 Multi-layer cloud-based framework for RSBD applications

As remote sensing data plays an influential role in various human dimensions research, we recommend a 
new generalized representation of a multi-layer cloud-based framework for RSBD applications like segmentation, 
classification and retrieval with all the identified challenges and concepts. New data processing methodology and 
powerful computing architectures are essential for all RS application scenarios. Hence, the model presented in Figure 
2 incorporates essential components for processing massive volumes of RS big data in a distributed fashion using 
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parallel implementation techniques on HPC machines containing several GPUs. Based on the specific RSBD application 
requirements, the model can be customized.

Multi-layer Cloud-based Framework for RSBD Applications

Web Service Interface

Distributed Data Management
RSBD 

Applications
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Spark Driver
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Figure 2. Generalized Representation of Multi-layer Cloud-based Framework for RSBD Applications

A multi-layered framework is preferred to figure out the issues related to various layers. The framework uses 
superior mapping algorithms to distribute massive RSBD. The AI-accelerated libraries and optimization provide 
more robust solutions for the RSBD applications of choice. For the proposed framework, highly scalable and parallel 
distributed architectures such as clusters or grids are used to train classifiers in reasonable time and provide users with 
a high-accuracy performance in the identified tasks. The new framework integrates a distributed data management 
and a task scheduling strategy into an optimization procedure to enable efficient and scalable processing of large-scale 
remotely sensed data.

The optimized streaming ensures reliable data access for data-intensive computing tasks. A Spark driver is preferred 
here as it can be used for batch processing, interactive queries, real-time stream processing, and graph computing. 
Also, it is a fast and open-source data-processing engine for ML and AI applications, backed by the largest open-source 
community in big data. Spark has a hierarchical master/slave architecture, with a Spark Driver as the master node that 
controls the cluster manager, which manages the worker (slave) nodes and delivers data results to the application client. 
The difficulty in distributed storing and accessing the high dimensional RSBD is resolved using efficient data mapping 
techniques.

4. Findings from the study
We derive a few findings from the critical analysis, and are discussed in this section. A performance comparison 

(in terms of Low, Medium and High) among various HPC computing platforms for RSBD processing is carried out and 
shown in Table 2.
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Table 2. Performance Comparison of HPC Computing Platforms

HPC Using RSBD Processing Capability Ease of Use Scalability Reliability

Clusters High Low Medium Medium

Grid High Low Medium Medium

Cloud High Medium High High

GPU Low Medium Low Low

Multi-Core GPU Low High Low Low

FPGA Low Medium Low Low

The type of HPC should be selected based on the application scenarios and availability of other computing 
resources. The optimization strategies and libraries for ML and AI acceleration are to be used intelligently for improved 
performance. The future RSBD applications need integrated intelligence through reconfigurable techniques. The other 
key findings are:

• One distinction between an on-premises HPC system and one in the cloud is the ability to add and remove 
resources as needed via dynamic scaling.

• High-performance processing of the RS image manipulation algorithms is achieved through embedded 
parallelism.

• To achieve the highest feasible parallel I/O throughput, data-intensive RSBD applications require unique indexing 
algorithms and data placement strategies over the available disks.

• Heuristics-based scheduling algorithms are used to assign priorities to tasks and place them in a list ordered in 
decreasing magnitude of priority.

• Other than minimizing the execution time by exploiting the distributed and parallel computing capability of 
HPC platforms, some works insist on considering other objectives like minimizing energy consumption. These studies 
concentrate on the energy efficiency of GPUs and FPGAs, and more research is needed in the future.

4.1 Future challenges to address in designing HPC for RSBD

Designing unified frameworks and integrating intelligence with HPC will face various challenges in processing 
and handling RSBD due to the 5Vs. The HPC-P has empowered RSBD processing and makes it more possible 
than ever with extensive computing resources. Indeed, despite the benefits we could explore in cloud-based HPC-P, 
several obstacles remain to cloud adoption in the RS domain. A few challenges must be addressed as we look into the 
future demands of LS-RS applications. In these scenarios, efficient storing, managing, sharing and accessing of these 
distributed RS data at such an extreme volume and complexity is expected. Figure 3 shows some of the identified RSBD 
challenges to be unveiled by HPC-P.

Cloud-compatible applications facilitate RSBD processing and analysis, which can manage various ortho imagery, 
Digital Terrain Models (DEM), Point Cloud Data (PCD), etc. A significant challenge in designing HPC systems 
for RSBD is developing more heterogeneous systems that integrate resources from different locations. Besides the 
difficulties in handling the huge volume of RSBD, we have observed some other issues to be addressed while designing 
the HPC frameworks for various use cases in the RS domain. They are: developing effective programming models and 
languages for parallel computing, visualization tools, etc. Incorporating semantic and ontology-driven approaches to the 
HPC platform has to be explored more to understand, manipulate and analyze the RSBD. Another challenge in RSBD is 
how to deploy the data for real applications.
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Figure 3. Identified RSBD Challenges 

5. Conclusion
The high-performance computing paradigm recently got more recognition in RSBD applications as challenges 

posed by the increased amount of open data acquired daily by EO programs. The unique parallelized computing 
environments and programming techniques integrated into HPC systems could solve RSBD processing challenges 
for various use cases on a large scale. This paper explores bringing the HPC-P into the RS domain with integrated 
intelligence. The overall HPC concepts, technologies and software systems, and methods for integrating intelligence 
into the HPC-P with reconfigurable computing ability to resolve the problems involved in RSBD processing are 
discussed. As a contribution, this paper brings a complete reference for HPC design concepts from the perspective of 
RSBD. The critical analysis results in several findings and a new multi-layered cloud-based framework for RSBD tasks 
using HPC-P. Also, several future challenges are identified, including a requirement for real-time and on-demand RSBD 
processing using HPC models.
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